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When anyone proposed you for marriage and you decided to get married, and when you worn off
the new ring of engagement, then time comes to think about the actual wedding.  This is the time
when dreams are taking shape of realities. Celebration of engagement is the first step of marriage. 
This is a simple event that takes place between intimate families with dinner and a toast.  Or it may
be a full blown party for all your friends and family.

Once this is done, the big thing is to decide the date of wedding.  Your all family members and close
friends will meet at one place to figure out when everyone will be available, and on the basis of
availability youâ€™ll decide on a date .After that the place will be decided and what sort of wedding you
want.  It is frequently at this stage that the groom hopes that his future bride will take care of things!

Obviously this is not the case with everyone.  Sometime men involve in the process.  Of course in
the preparation of wedding the high and top priority are the guests or you can say inviting the guests
with wedding invitations .You canâ€™t imagine that how much your wedding cards express you and
your loved one in front of your guests.  It also raises the imagination of your guests about your
wedding.

Formal wording in a calm, modest, simple card indicate that you are holding a traditional type of
wedding.  If you are deeply attached with your family or are family oriented then you can invite all
the younger members and elder members of old generation.  It shows that you are the very lively
and outgoing type; those whose main appeal is to invite each and every person of the family and it
also shows how much you respect your near ones. You will reflect this in your choice of wedding
invitation cards.  Depending on your choice and imagination, your cards may be of vivid colors,
waggish, modern, unpredictable, quixotic or vivacious.

If you are belonging to Christian community or you are deciding to get marry in church, you may
have a sacred lines or even a Bible verse on your Wedding Invitation Cards.  If you are fan of
nature, and you decide to get married in a bower of garden you may like flowers motifs on your
wedding invitation cards. Theme and colors also put a great effect on your choice of wedding
invitation.

For example if you have chosen gold and white colors the theme of your wedding.  You might like to
high spot this theme with features of blue or yellow or lilac or red or even black.  You can also plan
for your wedding dress, wedding favors, arrangements of flowers or candles etc.  You can also
show this on your cards. You may want a trendy gothic wedding, and then you would probably
choose an ancient gothic-like script with rune signs or other mysterious symbols.

If you are a person who believes in bonding, you can pick from hundreds of elegant designs and
patterns, perhaps with hearts or love knots or cupids.  There are endless choices of wonderful
verses or gentle quotes that are heart-warming and you want to share with your guests. Depending
on where you plan to get married, you may like to choose, for instance, you can select an African
theme, a Hawaiian theme, an Oriental theme or even something like a country barn dance theme
but it entirely depends on your decision and feelings to get married in different and unique way. 
Your choice of place and settings of cards make all these themes beautiful.

New ideas of wedding in a hot air balloon, underwater, in scuba outfits, on ships, in airplanes or on
mountain peaks are liked by many people.  You can surprise your family and friends by putting
effects according to these ideas and they know your adventurous nature and they get hint of what
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sort of excitement they are going to have in your wedding.
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